To suppress the speed ripple of a permanent magnet synchronous motor in a seeker servo system, we propose an accelerated iterative learning control with an adjustable learning interval. First, according to the error of current iterative learning for the system, we determine the next iterative learning interval and conduct real-time correction on the learning gain. For the learning interval, as the number of iterations increases, the actual interval that needs correction constantly shortens, accelerating the convergence speed. Second, we analyze the specific structure of the controller while applying reasonable assumptions pertaining to its condition. Using the λ-norm, we analyze and apply our mathematical knowledge to obtain a strict mathematical proof on the P-type iterative learning control and obtain the condition of convergence for the controller. Finally, we apply the proposed method for periodic ripple inhibition of the torque rotation speed of the permanent magnet synchronous motor and establish the system model; we use the periodic load torque to simulate the ripple torque of the synchronous motor. The simulation and experimental results indicate the effectiveness of the method.
Introduction
The permanent magnet synchronous motor has the advantages of high efficiency, high power density, and a high torque inertia ratio [1] and has been widely applied to the fields of aerospace, robotics, and transportation [2] [3] [4] [5] . In recent years, as the requirements for system performance and accuracy have increased, how to suppress the speed ripple of the permanent magnet synchronous motor has become an active research area. In particular, in the direct drive system, because there is no transmission link involving gears, the rotation speed of the motor is relatively low, and the problems of low-frequency noise and vibration caused by the speed ripple are more severe. The torque ripple is the main source of the speed ripple. Based on extensive study, researchers worldwide have proposed multiple methods to suppress the torque ripple of the permanent magnet synchronous motor, which are mainly divided into two classes: Improving the main body design of the motor and optimizing the design of the software control algorithm.
The methods to improve the main body of the motor involve the stator slot [6] , fractional slot [7] , and toothless stator structure [8] . These methods can attenuate the speed ripple to some extent, but the design challenges are numerous, and the design cost is high. Regarding the aspect of software control, a previous study [9] adopted an adaptive filter to filter the feedback current and improve the performance of the current loop. Based on a PI controller, Zhang et al. [10] superimposed an oscillating controller and used the torque current, generated by this controller, to counteract the load torque ripple. Chu et al. [11] adopted a speed-loop control strategy using a PI regulator and a repetitive controller in parallel. Without affecting the dynamic performance, this configuration improved the steady-state characteristics of the system and suppressed the periodic speed ripple, but no strict mathematical proof was given to ensure convergence. Another study [12] proposed a method based on the optimization of the voltage vector that improved the model predictive control and adopted duty cycle control, thus reducing the torque ripple, but the parameter selection of the cost function was found to be relatively challenging.
Iterative learning control [13] [14] [15] is a type of model-less control with a simple structure that does not need specific model parameters. Over a limited interval, only through a sufficient number of repeated iterations can the behavior of the execution object satisfy the expected requirements. Iterative learning control has important significance for situations with nonlinearity, strong coupling, challenging modeling, and the requirement of high-accuracy trajectory control [16] . The existing studies on the theory of iterative learning control concentrate mainly on proofs of convergence for the learning algorithm, the learning velocity, studies of the structural form for the learning law, the robustness of, and analysis method, for the iterative learning process, the initial values, and assorted engineering applications [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . There have been few studies on iterative learning control of the servo system for the permanent magnet synchronous motor. Li et al. [24] proposed to adopt the method of cascade iterative learning control to revise the reference input signal and improve the system accuracy by iteratively correcting the reference input. Another study [25] combined sliding mode control and iterative learning and proposed a robust iterative learning control strategy using a performance weighting function to improve the system robustness.
In this paper, to address the speed ripple of a permanent magnet synchronous motor, we propose an accelerated iterative learning control. The characteristics of the proposed method are as follows: For the learning interval of this control, as the number of iterations increases, the actual interval that needs correction constantly shortens, which accelerates the convergence speed. In this time interval, we conduct real-time correction of the learning gain. Outside the correction interval, the error is within the allowable range; there is no need for correction, and we directly apply the learned control input. That is, we constantly shorten the learning interval until learning is completed. This method reduces the overall computation amount by accelerating the learning speed. The proposed method not only accelerates the speed of iterative learning but also increases the tracking accuracy of the system. In this paper, we give a strict mathematical proof and verify the effectiveness and accuracy of the theory through simulation and experiment.
Description and Analysis of the Question
Consider a class of nonlinear systems:
where
k is the number of iterations; x k ∈ R n , u k (t) ∈ R r , and y k (t) ∈ R m are the state variables, control variables, and output variables of the system, respectively; and B, C, and D are the matrices of the corresponding dimension. Control objective: Design a controller for the system and let the system output track the expected trajectory under this controller.
For the convenience of proof, we make reasonable assumptions for the algorithm: Assumption 1. The unknown nonlinear function f (·, ·) satisfies the Lipschitz condition, namely, there is a constant L > 0 that satisfies In the method proposed in this paper, we divide the interval [0, T L ] into N equal sub-intervals, each with length h.
We presume that the controlled object (1) adopts the P-type learning law:
where K P > 0 is the proportional learning gain, K E > 0 is the exponential correction factor, and 
According to Equation (4), Equation (5) can be rewritten as
For the aforementioned accelerated P-type iterative learning control, which is constructed with gain correction, the learning control law is described as follows: We presume that the initial operation input is u 0 , whose value is random in the entire operation interval [0, T L ]. In Equation (8), the introduction of l i k is aimed at obtaining the boundary point t i k +l i k that needs to be learned for the next iteration selection.
The steps of this method are as following:
Step 1: Calculate e k+1 (t) using Equation (6);
Step 2: Calculate L i k using Equation (7);
Step 3: Calculate l i k using Equation (8);
Step 4: Calculate t i k+1 using Equation (9);
Step 5: Calculate u k+1 (t) using Equation (5);
Step 6: Ending this iteration and starting the next. And repeat step 1-5. The structure of the control law (3) indicates that the interval that has been learned previously does not require continued learning, and we only need to learn the interval of the expected trajectory that is not completely tracked. As the number of iterations k increases, the required length of the learning interval gradually approaches zero. The controller block diagram is showing as Figure 1 .
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(Bellman-Gronwall inequality) [26] : Let f 1 (t), g 1 (t), and h 1 (t) be nonnegative continuous functions
Moreover, there is a nonnegative constant η that satisfies.
Thus,
Theorem 1. If the system described by Equations (1) and (3) satisfies the conditions
when k → ∞ , the output of system y k (t) converges to the expected trajectory
Proof. We presume that at the (k + 1)th iteration, the control time point stops at t = t i k+1 ; Equation (6) indicates that y k+1 (t) = y k (t) (t ∈ [0, t i k+1 ]). Therefore, when t ∈ [t i k+1 , T L ], the error can be expressed as
When t ∈ [t i k+1 , T L ], from Equation (1) and condition (II), we obtain Equation (12):
Rewritten Equation (12) as
We take the norm on both sides of Equation (13) and multiply by e −λt , λ > 0. Moreover, we take the maximum on t ∈ [0, T L ] and combine it with the Lipschitz condition to obtain
Here,
From Equation (1), we obtain
We take the norm on both sides of Equation (15) and use the Lipschitz condition to obtain
From the Bellman-Gronwall inequality, we obtain
We multiply both sides of the equation above by e −λt , where λ > 0, and take the maximum on
where a = BK P e K E . In interval [t i k , T L ], we introduce Equation (18) into Equation (14) to obtain
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We select a sufficiently large λ and let
After numbers of iterations, we obtain
Therefore, lim
This result indicates that control law (3) adopts the appropriate scheme to shorten the learning interval and ensure monotonic convergence under the λ-norm. When λ is sufficiently large, as the number of iteration increases, we track the expected trajectory in a piecewise manner and conduct real-time correction of the learning gain. Moreover, the interval length which decreases and ultimately approaches zero. Finally, over the entire interval [0, T L ], the system output tracks the expected trajectory.
Simulation Results and Analysis
The seeker servo system can be simplified as the following control system of a permanent magnet synchronous motor:
where T e is the electromagnetic torque, T L is the load torque, θ is the angular position of the motor, ω is the angular speed of the motor, p = 2 is the number of pairs, B = 0.0001 Nms is the viscous friction coefficient, J = 0.00284 kgm 2 is the equivalent moment of inertia, and F = 0.00001 Nm is the coefficient of elasticity. The output variable is ω(t), the control variable is T(t), and the initial conditions are θ(0) = 0 and ω(0) = 0. A previous study [27] noted that the influence of the torque ripple above the 6th order on the rotation speed can be neglected; thus, we focus our analysis on the 1st, 2nd, and 6th harmonic torque of the torque ripple. The load torque can be expressed as
The parameters of torque ripple are set as follows: T L_0 = 1 is the average load torque, T L_1 = 0.5 is the first harmonic content of the torque ripple, T L_2 = 0.1 is the second harmonic content of the torque ripple, and T L_6 = 0.05 is the sixth harmonic content of the torque ripple. The unit is Nm, and the phase of harmonic torque in the simulation is zero. Figure 2 shows the process of tracking trajectory of the system output for the motor control system under the 1st-6th iterative learning steps. In particular, the dotted line is the expected speed, the dashed line is the tracking curve under the traditional P-type iterative learning control (K P = 0.1), and the solid line is the tracking curve under described by Equation (3) (K P = 0.1 and K E = 3). Figure 2a indicates that after the first iteration, the two control methods both have a relatively large error. Figure 2c shows the control effect after the third iteration. The convergence speed of the proposed method is faster, and the tracking error satisfies the system requirements. Figure 2f shows that for the traditional P-type iterative learning control, after the 6th iteration, the control effect also essentially satisfies the requirement, but the error is larger than that for the proposed method. 
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Experimental Results and Analysis
To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the controller, we configure two experimental platforms in the laboratory (Figure 3) . The proposed method is compared with the traditional PI control. 
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To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the controller, we configure two experimental platforms in the laboratory (Figure 3) . The proposed method is compared with the traditional PI control. Figure 4 compares the proposed method and the traditional PI control and shows the effect of suppression under the two methods. In particular, Figure 4a shows the tracking situation of the motor angular speed. Relative to the speed closed-loop system, the periodic speed ripple exhibit relatively strong nonlinearity, and it is very challenging to completely respond only depending on Figure 4 compares the proposed method and the traditional PI control and shows the effect of suppression under the two methods. In particular, Figure 4a shows the tracking situation of the motor angular speed. Relative to the speed closed-loop system, the periodic speed ripple exhibit relatively strong nonlinearity, and it is very challenging to completely respond only depending on the speed PI controller; moreover, the speed PI controller has some bandwidth limitations, which makes it susceptible to relatively high-order speed ripple, whereas the proposed method can satisfactorily suppress the ripple. The tracking error in Figure 4b reinforces this point.
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Conclusions
In this paper, due to the requirements of a modern seeker servo system of fast velocity and high accuracy, we design an iterative learning control of gain correction with an adjustable learning interval. First，according to the system error of the current iteration, the next iterative learning interval is determined, and the learning gain is corrected in real time. With the increase of the number of iterations, the learning interval which needs to be corrected is shortened continuously. Then, the structure of the controller and its reasonable assumptions are analyzed. The closed loop P-type iterative learning control is strictly proved by applying the knowledge of mathematics, and the convergence condition of the controller is obtained in sense of - norm. Then, we use the P-type iterative learning law as an example and analyze the specific structure of the controller and its reasonable assumption conditions. Finally, we apply the proposed method to suppress the periodic ripple in the motor speed of the permanent magnet synchronous motor, and we establish the system model. We use the periodic load torque to simulate the ripple torque of the permanent magnet synchronous motor. The simulation and experimental results indicate the following: The proposed method not only accelerates the speed of iterative learning but also increases the tracking accuracy of the system. In upcoming studies, we plan to analyze the D-type and PD-type iterative learning control and incorporate other intelligent algorithms, such as sliding mode control, fuzzy control, and the neural network algorithm, with the accelerated iterative learning control. We can then use their respective advantages to control this complex system better. 
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